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H zethe they lived in the countryside or urban area, most

Pennsylvania Jeffersonians were capitalists. We can see their com-

mitment to capitalism reflected in the legislation chartering numer-

ous local banks in 1814. To understand this process we must first

examine the dynamic economic growth of interior Pennsylvania in

the early nineteenth century that established an independent finan-

cial identity for the region. The growth of western and central

Pennsylvania led to a substantial popular outcry for new banks and

access to capital as interior Pennsylvanians attempted to break away

from their financial dependence on the Philadelphia region. They

did this by establishing local banks to create sources of capital inde-

pendent of the Philadelphia banks. Along the way, banking expan-

sion emerged as a major political movement in the state and

Pennsylvania's Jeffersonians revealed their capitalist core.

Trade along the Ohio River greatly increased the flow of

money and economic prospects for western Pennsylvanians in the
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first two decades of the nineteenth century. Settlers heading west to the Ohio
territory purchased great quantities of supplies in western Pennsylvania. In
1805, the first load of white pine floated from a creek in northern-tier Warren
County down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to New Orleans.' In i8io,
northwestern Crawford County alone produced 73,360 yards of textiles and
70,000 pounds of maple sugar. The War of 18 12 facilitated western economic
growth. Western armies and the Lake Erie fleet bought supplies produced in

Pittsburgh and other western market towns such as Erie, Washington, Butler,
Fayette, and Brownsville.2 Between i8io and 1814, the city of Pittsburgh
doubled its industrial production from $i million to $2 million worth of
annual output. Smaller western Pennsylvania communities such as
Brownsville also shared in the wealth, as reported in Niles' Register in 1814:

Brownsville is a thriving place, and has several handsome establish-
ments-a valuable glass works; a steel manufactory, an extensive
foundry; a factory for making mill saws; a machine for planking hats,
etc., etc. All bustle and business. They are building a steam boat at
this place!3

Meanwhile, the coal and iron industries were changing the economies around
Pennsylvania, in southwest and central counties such as Bedford, Somerset
and Huntingdon. By i8io, a blast furnace, iron forge, and coal mine oper-
ated in the Juniata River Valley and sent material into the Susquehanna
region.4 One observer noted that some local farmers had "begun to dig and
export" the huge amount of coal found on riverbanks in the area.'

Susquehanna River Valley counties such as Adams, Cumberland, Dauphin,
and Franklin became increasingly market-oriented in the first two decades of
the nineteenth century. An economic summary of Adams County in 18io
displays the extensive commercial nature of the central region. According to
the 18io census, Adams County contained 333 looms, 93 blacksmiths, 64
sawmills, 54 coopers, 47 gristmills, 2o hatteries, io carding machines, 9 nai-
leries, 9 potteries, 7 brick kilns, 6 fulling mills, 6 flaxseed oil mills, 5 gun-

smiths, 4 cabinet makers, 2 metal manufacturers, and one each of cutlery
shops, rope walks, soap and candle manufacturers. 6 The vibrant market econ-
omy created by Susquehanna River valley residents became increasingly
independent from Philadelphia between 179o and i8io. The region also ben-
efited from a trade rivalry between Philadelphia and Baltimore for its rich
produce.'
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Between I8o8 and I812, the number of manufacturing operations

increased considerably all around the state, with the Philadelphia and

Pittsburgh regions acting as major centers for both domestic and interna-

tional trade. In I8io, Pennsylvania led all states in non-agricultural eco-

nomic production with nineteen percent of the total national output of

manufactured goods. Pennsylvanians were responsible for forty-one percent of

the nation's iron production at the time. This raw iron was processed in three

hundred eighty mills, forges, furnaces, plants, and naileries statewide.

Pennsylvania also produced more leather goods, liquors, paper, and hats than

any other state. The Keystone State was also second in the production of glass

and third in textiles.8

Market expansion in Pennsylvania's interior led to a desire for more banks

beginning in 18o8. The movement for new banks across Pennsylvania can be

traced to the quiet passage of the i8o8 Association Act in the state's General

Assembly. This legislation allowed for banking institutions to exist without

formal charters. New banks in operation under the Association Act could

accept deposits, loan money, and issue paper bank notes.9 Therefore, they

would operate similar to the existing chartered banks in Pennsylvania,

including the Bank of North America, Bank of Pennsylvania, and the

Philadelphia Bank. Between i8o8 and 1812, the Pennsylvania General

Assembly received charter petitions from banks already operating in

Chambersburg, Carlisle, Lancaster, Philadelphia County, Philadelphia City,

Easton, Pittsburgh and Washington. The legislative activities on banking in

these Assembly sessions indicated a rising amount of Democratic support for

new banks that occurred concurrently with the persistent resistance of many

Jeffersonians. 1°

The existence of these unlicensed, and, therefore, un-regulated institutions

showed that popular demand for more banks was outpacing the General

Assembly's efforts to expand, regulate and monitor the system. Demand for

credit grew as specie circulation decreased, as prices increased, and as manu-

facturing concerns expanded in number. Agricultural communities were also

becoming more dependent upon market operations and financial interaction.

In their pursuit of charters from the Assembly, unchartered banks emphasized

connections to agriculture and manufacturing to downplay ambitions for

financial gain. Beginning in i8io and continuing through 1814 the unchar-

tered banks waged individual campaigns for charters." For example,

petitioners hoping to gain a charter for the Farmers' Bank of Lancaster

pointed out that the new bank would "have a beneficial effect in promoting
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agricultural improvements, the extension of domestic manufactures and the
consequent increase of trade." By i8io, the thriving state of agriculture in
Lancaster County led to a concentrated effort for a local bank. As was the case
for many other communities surrounding Pennsylvania's thriving river val-
leys, good farm conditions had led to a demand for capital to support manu-
facturing establishments involved in farming, such as flour mills, textile
plants, and other small organizations. 2

By i8io, momentum for new banks was also part of a larger political effort
to build a transportation system to facilitate market interaction. In the
Assembly, a committee on banking suggested that specific construction proj-
ects receive funding from the proposed new banks. Thus, the Pittsburgh
Bank could provide capital for the construction of bridges across the
Monongahela and Allegheny rivers. Similarly, the Mechanics' Bank of
Philadelphia offered to absorb stock in a company building a bridge over the
Susquehanna River and to assume responsibility for completion of the proj-
ect. Likewise, petitioners requesting a charter for the Bank of Northern
Liberties suggested using that bank's funds for a bridge project over the
Susquehanna River or "toward the promotion of any other work of public
utility, which the legislature may think proper to direct."13

The connection between banking and internal improvements went beyond
market expansion. The joint effort recalled a colonial and revolutionary view
that corporations "served important public services."14 In i8Io, bank advo-
cates explained that their requests for private banks would also perform the
important public function of creating facilities for extending trade in
Pennsylvania. Bank supporters suggested that employing capital to facilitate
commercial transactions qualified as public service. From this perspective,
bank-assisted market expansion actually became a public priority, at least in
the eyes of new bank advocates."

In i8i i Democratic governor Simon Snyder also made clear his desire
to see banks utilized to develop the state's infrastructure. He congratulated

the Assembly for maintaining the Bank of Pennsylvania's charter, which
included a state investment of five hundred thousand dollars that produced
dividends of fifty thousand dollars in annual state revenue. The governor
then suggested that these dividends be "liberally, but judiciously applied
in cutting canals, improving roads, and the navigation of rivers; in follow-
ing our infant manufacturers." Like his Jeffersonian counterparts in the

Assembly, Snyder trusted that banks would support the commonwealth's
public works projects. 6
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TABLE I: Corporate Charters Granted by the Pennsylvania General Assembly, i8o6-1814

Year Transportation"
s  Type of Corporation

Banking Insurance Manufacturing

1806 6 0 0 0

1807 7 0 1 1

1808 2 0 0 0

1809 10 1 1 0

1810 13 0 2 0

1811 15 0 1 0

1812 10 0 1 1

1813 11 0 0 0

1814 26 41 0 2

Despite their diligent efforts to gain charters, the new unchartered banks in

Pennsylvania caused a significant amount of controversy and concern to

Jeffersonian politicians wary about the lack of a controlling political author-

ity to ensure banking fairness for common citizens. To these publicly minded

representatives, the new banks or banking "associations" were problematic

because they appeared to be beyond the realm of legislative accountability.

Republican Peter Frailey from Berks County articulated these legislators'

concerns when he concluded that their "guarded" secrecy led to "uncertainty"

surrounding their transactions. Frailey asserted that "these mushroom insti-

tutions tend to the injury of the society" because their operations took place

in secret, beyond the public or political examination of legislative review.

Democrat John Brown from western Greene County also criticized the

increasing numbers of unchartered banks, commenting that "if they [unchar-

tered banks] are not stopped they will destroy the public credit and ulti-

mately ruin the state."'1 9

Concerns of this sort led to the passage of an act in i8io restricting the

operation of unchartered banks.2 ° Many Pennsylvanians felt that the new

unchartered banks would lead to economic problems by causing an

unchecked flow of paper money and other problems due to the corruption of

self-serving bankers." The law stated that after May i, i8io, unchartered

banks would be prohibited from operating as financial institutions. The act

restricted the unchartered banks from issuing notes, making loans, and

accepting deposits. However, despite its harsh rhetoric, the act did not carry

a severe penalty: violators of the new law would pay a mere $ioo fine. 22
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The final version of the act that banned unchartered banks (called the
Restrictive Act) passed the House by the substantial margin of sixty to
twenty-nine. Voting on the 18io Restrictive Act indicated regional self-
interest within the legislature. All western and northern Democrats voted
for it, as a virtual bloc for the bill. The few Democrats that supported the
measure represented all sections of the state, but were especially
concentrated in Franklin and York Counties-where unincorporated banks
already existed. Five out of six Lancaster County (home to the unincorporated
Farmer's Trust Bank) delegates also disapproved of the measure.
Philadelphia delegates were split.2"

The political dynamics of this vote are important for understanding the
over-riding partisan views on unregulated banking. In 18io Jeffersonians
dominated the General Assembly. They held 73 of 95 seats in the House of
Representatives as a result of the i8o9 election. Despite their success,
Pennsylvania Jeffersonians were firmly divided by factions. By i8io, the
three significant factions were the country Democrats or Snyderites, the Old
School Democrats, and the moderate Quids. Federalists retained a small per-
centage of the House seats. 4 The Country Democrats came into power with
the election of Snyder in 18o8. They were mainly from central and western
Pennsylvania, and claimed the support of small farmers disaffected by the
supposed conservative turn of the party under Governor Thomas McKean
over issues such as judicial reform. The Quids represented more moderate
Jeffersonians mainly from the Philadelphia hinterlands who had supported
McKean in i8o8 and sometimes supported the country Democrats. The Old
School Democrats were Jeffersonians led by newspaper editor William Duane
who claimed to represent Philadelphia's growing working class and simple
revolutionary values.25

An analysis of the political dimensions of the vote on the i8io
Restrictive Act shows that 79 percent of voting country Democrats sup-
ported the measure. In addition, all voting Philadelphia Old Schoolers and
63 percent of the voting Quids also supported the act. Conversely, only 30
percent of the Federalists in the House approved of the bill. This was clearly
a Jeffersonian idea that cut across fractional lines, with limited Federalist
support. 6

Pennsylvania Jeffersonians of various factions were unprepared to accept
unregulated banks in 18io, while Federalists did accept them.

The regulatory function of the state government clearly emerged as a
Jeffersonian priority in Pennsylvania with regard to banks between i8io and
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i8 i 5. By their opposition to unchartered banks, Pennsylvania Jeffersonians

demonstrated their willingness to use the state government to regulate the

economic activity. This contrasted with Pennsylvania Federalists, who

remained the strongest political proponents of unchartered and therefore

unregulated banking throughout the early Republic in Pennsylvania. Indeed,

Pennsylvania Federalists who supported unchartered banks in these years

seemed distant from the Federalists of the early 1790s who had supported

Alexander Hamilton's plan to connect government and economic progress

through such measures as the Bank of the United States, debt assumption

and the Society for Establishing Useful Manufactures.2 7 In i813, Thomas

Jefferson himself echoed the Pennsylvania Jeffersonians' concerns over private

banks that operated without public oversight when he remarked on the

numerous new "self-created" banks springing up around the nation.28

Momentum for new banks that emerged along with reservations for

unchartered banks is pivotal for understanding the banking issue within the

larger context of market expansion in Pennsylvania between 18io and 1815.

It shows that momentum for new banks and the market potential they offered

existed along with considerable concern over their potential for un-regulated

abuse of the public. Through 1815, the issue often played out over this ques-

tion: how could the state expand its banking system within the realm of

strong public regulation of the banks?

Along with the economic expansion to the west, market energy in this

region was also crucial for establishing political momentum for new banks in

Pennsylvania. Simply put, a growing productive capacity meant calls for

more interior sources of capital. As their economies grew in different direc-

tions, central and western Pennsylvanians sought their own banks to break

financial dependence on the Philadelphia banks. This regional outlook was

the most important feature of the roiling Assembly proceedings between

1812 and 1814. These culminated in the passage of "An Act Regulating

Banks" in 1814, which began as "a bill to establish a general system of bank-

ing." A year of legislative wrangling and the Jeffersonian emphasis on regu-

lating new banks via charter precipitated the name change.2 9

By the end of 1813, popular demand for new banks was such that "the

tables of both houses were covered with petitions praying for charters."' 3° The

petitions stressed that the new banks would have broad popular participation.

For example, one petition declared that the "citizens generally should have an

opportunity of becoming stockholders." The same petitioners also wished to

establish "an organization or such an establishment [bank] in which the
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authority of the law, of the regulating hand of the legislature can be recog-
nized." This was a key point of motivation for "An Act Regulating Banks."
Pennsylvanians wanted to control banks, as much as they wanted more of
them. In fact, state control of the banking associations had become necessary
because the "constituted authorities of the commonwealth would seem to
have lost all control over the important subject," thus exposing the public to
"great insecurity and imposition." This petition exemplified the key points

of many others and provides a good example of the terms used and motiva-
tions of those seeking new banks from throughout Pennsylvania. It suggested
that charters had become necessary because they would facilitate legislative
control over the bank. 31

The General Assembly's House of Representatives culminated years of

debate over new banks by passing the banking bill in March 1814. The
Assembly's action allowed for over forty new bank charters, along with a
myriad of restrictions on those banks. The decisive vote came down to an
override action, following Governor Simon Snyder's second attempt at veto-
ing the legislation through his executive power. In contrast to the previous
year, the Assembly successfully overrode the governor's action, therefore
paving the way for many more chartered banks in the commonwealth.
Despite Snyder's veto, the Assembly's successful override vote reflected the
Democratic majority's political will towards banking expansion in 1814.31

The most significant political factor of the banking legislation was regional
interest. As before, the banking bill drew its support primarily from the west
and rural regions of the state. Other than a few Northumberland representa-
tives and one Allegheny representative, every delegate from west of the
Susquehanna River voted to override the governor's veto. Opposition was pri-
marily from the Philadelphia region. 31 A Gettysburg newspaper published a
letter from an Assemblyman describing the sectional division: "Most of the
city members and the counties adjoining are opposed to the passage of the bill
and hold out the idea that there are a sufficient number [of banks] already."
The Assemblyman added that the opposition by Philadelphians to banking
expansion in the rural interior had strengthened his commitment to the pro-
posal. 34 A Democratic newspaper explained that the banking bill would
address the current inequality of the banking system that existed throughout
the state. A Pittsburgh reporter noted that argument in favor of the banking
bill was based upon the concepts of equality and legitimacy. Given the strong
popular desire for banks, the legislature ought to make sure that
Pennsylvanians "should have them as nearly equally divided as possible. 35
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The regional economic circumstances created by market expansion in the

Susquehanna River Valley and new trade connections between the

Chesapeake Bay and central Pennsylvania are important for understanding

the passage of "An Act Regulating Banks" in 1814. Assemblymen from

Adams, Centre, Cumberland, Dauphin, Franklin, Mifflin, and York counties

represented a constituency involved in market production increasingly more

directed to Baltimore and the Chesapeake region than to Philadelphia and the

Delaware Bay.36 Like the western delegates, the support of representatives

from this region for the banking bill illustrated an economic viewpoint that

sought local sources of capital to further develop local economies.

Local or regional factors likely played a role in shaping Philadelphia

opposition to banking expansion, as the city and its environs were relatively

disconnected from the interior economy in the i8ios. Historian Diane

Lindstrom wrote that the Philadelphia region was economically separate

from the Pennsylvania interior as late as the 182os due to "prohibitive over-

land transport costs and a limited natural water system." According to

Lindstrom, this circumstance did not change significantly until at least

1830, when canals decreased shipping costs. 37 Lindstrom's evidence lends

supports to the regional thesis on banking presented here. Philadelphians

would probably have been less likely than interior Pennsylvanians to sup-

port banking expansion as put forth in the 1814 bill: "An Act Regulating

Banks" was clearly designed to shift financial resources to the parts of

Pennsylvania outside the Philadelphia region. If Lindstrom's analysis were

accurate, this shift would not have improved Philadelphia's economic

prospects in 1814. Therefore, logic suggests that Philadelphia-area

Assemblymen would oppose a movement (as they did consistently for two

years) that was not advantageous to the economic self-interest of their

constituents.
As the regional pattern of economic development in Pennsylvania

became more obvious between 1812 and 1814, financial circumstances in

the western part of the state became more complicated due to the War of

1812. The war effort created currency problems for western Pennsylvanians

because specie flowed east to buy war supplies. Consequently, interior

Pennsylvanians became even more anxious for the kind of access to capital

that easterners enjoyed with the Philadelphia region's existing banks.

Pennsylvanians living west of the Alleghenies hoped to establish locally

controlled banks as a means of breaking financial dependency on the

Philadelphia-based banks. 38
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The regional nature of the banking debate also comes through in private
correspondence. Philadelphia banker and lobbyist for Stephen Girard,
Benjamin Morgan, expressed frustration over the lack of opposition to the bill
from Pennsylvanians other than Philadelphians: "A few memorials against
the Banking Bill from persons not bankers or stockholders in any part of the
state would I believe render its fact uncertain but they would have a better
effect if sent from any other part of the state than the City of Philadelphia. "39

Political partisanship was also a factor in the voting on banking expansion,
but not to the extent of regional self-interest. By 1814, the country Demo-
crats had become the dominant political faction in the state. They allied
themselves with the national Jeffersonian party in support of President James
Madison and the war effort.4" By a significant margin, they supported an "Act
Regulating Banks" over the objections of the governor.

In 1814, an overwhelming Democratic majority in the House approved
the banking bill by voting for its passage and to override the governor's veto.
Support for Snyder's veto came mainly from Old School representatives, con-
sisting mainly of eastern Democrats. The few Federalists remaining in the
legislature split their votes. The great majority of Pennsylvania Democrats in
the Assembly were quite determined to expand the banking system, despite
the ominous warnings of the governor, Philadelphia-based opposition, and
the political risk of overriding Snyder's veto.4' Yet, support from Federalists
and other Democrats suggests that region trumped partisanship as a factor in
voting on banking expansion.42

Regional identity also appears to have had more impact on the banking
deliberations than the ethnic identity of legislators. An ethnic analysis of
the 1814 override vote showed that House representatives from most of
the major ethnic groups in Pennsylvania either supported or rejected an
"Act Regulating Banks" generally in proportion to the vote of the whole
House. TABLE 2 shows the ethnic pattern of voting on the bill.

The most interesting information from TABLE 2 is the voting pattern of
Irish representatives, whose opposition to the bill is significantly greater than
average. In fact, historian Kenneth Keller has identified the "new Irish" as a
political factor in Jeffersonian Pennsylvania."' However, three of the four Irish
representatives who voted against the bill were from Philadelphia city. Thus,
two out of the remaining three voters of Irish background supported the
bill. They were from the state's rural interior. Also, all five voting Chester
County (near Philadelphia) representatives were of English descent, and all
five voted against the banking bill. By contrast, all three Fayette County
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TABLE 2: Ethnic Analysis of the Override Vote on the "Act Regulating Banks," 1814":

Ethnic Number of Percent of Number of Number of Percent Percent

background Voting Reps Voting Reps. Yea votes Nay votes VotingYea Voting Nay

English 45 50% 32 13 71% 29%

German 16 18% 12 47 5% 25%

Scot or

Scots-Irish 11 12% 9 2 82% 18%

Irish 6 7% 24 3 3% 67%

French 2 2% 2 0 100% 0%

Swedish 1 1% 0 1 0% 100%

Unidentified 9 10% 8 1 91% 11%

All 90 100% 66 24 73% 27%

(southwest) representatives were of English descent, and all three voted for

the banking bill. An assemblyman's home region was probably more impor-

tant than his ethnic background as an influence on his vote.45

Despite the evidence that the banking act represented the political culmi-

nation of market energy and popular desire for banks, a few prominent his-

torians of Pennsylvania politics have concluded that the "Act Regulating

Banks" passed because of simple logrolling in the general Assembly.46

According to the standard view, representatives increased support for the bill

between 1813 and 1814 (enough for passage) because banks were added to the

bill to exist in their home districts. Was this simply a case of 'you vote for the

bank in my county, and I will vote for yours'?47 Historians Sanford

Higginbotham, Douglas Bowers, and Charles Sellers have all attributed pas-

sage of the banking bill to logrolling.48

However, the evidence suggests that logrolling is not a good explanation

for passage of an "Act Regulating Banks" in 1814. The House vote to over-

ride the governor's veto in 1814 shows that delegations most opposed to the

banking bill were all from areas (or "districts" in the bill's lexicon) where new

banks were granted charters by the act.49 These delegations included

Philadelphia city, Chester, Delaware, and Northumberland. Moreover, the

few delegations from counties not receiving new bank charters supported

the bill unanimously. These delegations included Greene, Somerset/Cambria,

Indiana/Armstrong and Jefferson.5" Only three of ten delegations from

"districts" that had new banks added to the bill in 1814 shifted position

from 1813 to 1814. The following TABLE shows the voting pattern of the

delegations in question on the two override votes:
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TABLE 3: Key Delegation Votes on the Banking Bill, 1813 & 1814l'

Delegation 1813 Vote 1814 Vote

Cumberland yea yea

Franklin yea yea

Philadelphia (County) nay nay

Lancaster nay yea

Mifflin yea yea

Philadelphia (city) nay nay

Dauphin yea yea

Allegheny/Butler nay yea

Washington yea yea

Beaver nay yea

The fact that delegations outside the loop of the banking bill supported

banks for other counties indicates that the bill had an appeal to central and

western representatives that went beyond the narrow self-interest of their
own counties, and reflected a regional viewpoint. Similarly, opposition to the

bill from delegations receiving bank charters (Philadelphia city received
three) suggests that winning a new charter was not significant enough to sup-
port the bill. Finally, the fact that just three delegations shifted between 1 8 13

and 1814 indicates that the additional banks did not generate enough new
support to pass the bill from one year to the next.

The arguments appearing in the newspapers on the banking act also

emphasized the regional division over the bill that played out in the
Assembly. The Pittsburgh Mercury is a good example of a western newspaper
which supported the banking legislation based on a western desire for finan-
cial independence from Philadelphia, and an equal chance at establishing
local capital outlets.52 Other central and western newspapers that advocated

banking expansion included the Adams Centinel (Gettysburg), York Gazette,
and Franklin Repository (Chambersburg). Significantly, the newspaper reaction

cut across partisan lines. Both the Democratic Mercury and the Federalist
Centinel supported the act.

A primary bastion of opposition to banking expansion came from William

Duane's Old School Democratic Aurora. Yet, the Aurora's opposition to
banking expansion needs to be qualified. In fact, the Aurora supported the
existence of a financial system, yet only one that was properly regulated:
"unquestionably, banking, conducted within the well-defined bounds and
with skill and fidelity, is a powerful agent in promoting the interests of a
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commercial and manufacturing society." The Aurora opined that the banking

bill did not go far enough in appealing to Pennsylvania producers. Banks

were useful, but only if they would be most helpful to farmers and manufac-

turers.
53

Philadelphia opposition to the banking bill was complicated, though it

definitely reinforced the Assembly's regional self-interest on the banking

issue. Duane's newspaper argued that a false capital would come out of the

new banks, in the form of paper bank notes without adequate specie back-

ing.54 This would undercut the economic prospects of Philadelphia's numer-

ous artisans and mechanics by decreasing the value of everyone's money, and

complicating economic transactions. Notes from the country banks were sure

to find their way to Philadelphia through trade. The Aurora's position sug-

gested to Philadelphians that the new country bank notes would flood their

shops and pockets. All Philadelphians would then suffer, as their formerly

valuable, specie-backed bank notes would now compete with worthless paper

from the state's interior.55

The Aurora's opposition to "An Act Regulating Banks" in 1814 needs to

be understood within the broader context of that important newspaper's posi-

tion as it evolved between 1803 and 1814. The Aurora's stance on banking is

important because of that newspaper's connection to the Old School

Democrats. The Old School has received a lot of attention from historians

who emphasize the nostalgic and somewhat anti-capitalist nature of the fac-

tion, and by extension, many Pennsylvania Jeffersonians.56 Beginning with

the charter movement for the Philadelphia Bank in 1803, the Aurora

cautiously supported banking expansion, but remained guarded due to per-

ceived dangers of increasing the number of banks in the state. Significantly,

William Duane and his Aurora favored an important role for new banks in the

expansion of the state's economy so long as they were properly regulated by

the state. In 18 1 o, the newspaper articulated this position: "the advantages of

Banking regulated with discretion, are incalculably great to society, in the

existing state of the world and the pre-dominance of commerce. The danger

is in the abuse, and what is there that is not subject to abuse?"57 In an 1807

editorial, the Aurora focused on the alleged elitism of existing banks, espe-

cially those with Federalist backgrounds. The Aurora lambasted the Bank of

the United States and the Bank of North America (both Philadelphia banks)

for creating a financial aristocracy that shut out the common people from the

benefits that investment in banks offered. Closed banking, rather than bank-

ing itself, was the real problem.5"
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In 18o9, the Aurora offered caution with regard to banking, but also advo-
cated expanded banking opportunities for more people. The newspaper
warned against state investment in banks, by pointing out that "The legisla-
tor mistakes his duty very much who thinks that placing a certain sum in
banking is the best mode of preserving and promoting public wealth," due to
the financial risk of investment. Yet, the Aurora continued to maintain that

banking could prove very useful to more Pennsylvanians so that "Honest and
capable men may be encouraged, and industry promoted to the great advan-
tage of the community." The Aurora's support for new banks stressed hope
that banks would not be manipulated for political reasons, and thus trans-

formed into "engines of the worst of tyranny."59

The Old School perspective on the 1814 bill is further understood by exam-
ining the posture taken during the debate by young William J. Duane, son of
the famous journalist and leader of the Old School in the General Assembly.

As it turned out, the junior Duane led the Old School while personally repre-
senting the interests of prominent Philadelphia banker Stephen Girard in the
discussion over the 1814 "Act Regulating Banks." Duane argued on behalf of
Girard's interest by unsuccessfully trying to defeat the act's stipulation that
would have closed the wealthy Girard Bank in Philadelphia because it had
never received a charter. Upon losing the battle, Duane expressed his regrets
and hopes for approval in correspondence to Girard: "the little that I have done
it was my duty to do so ... permit me to assure you, Sir, that I now feel addi-
tional satisfaction since my conduct has obtained your approbation. "60

In 1814, the Democratic Aurora had an ally in opposition to the banking
bill nearby with the Federalist Poulson's American Daily Advertiser from
Philadelphia. Poulson's shared the view that the "litter" of new banks was
about to unleash unprecedented financial chaos on Pennsylvanians. The con-
gruence of views on the bill from these two newspapers is more evidence to
support the point that region clearly triumphed over party in the debate over
the 1814 banking bill."

Central and western advocates and opponents of the 1814 banking bill
shared a number of points regarding the Pennsylvania political economy.
Both sides viewed interior Pennsylvania's economic interests as distinct from
Philadelphia. For example, despite opposing the bill, one Franklin County
writer suggested that the Assembly pass no laws that would proscribe future
banking expansion because "the field of banking would be left open to a few
banks in the city." The writer concluded that such laws would "carry the prof-
its of banking and almost all the specie to the city [Philadelphia]."62
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The fundamental importance of the 1814 "Act Regulating Banks" is the

substantial amount of political energy unleashed for market opportunity.

Indeed, both sides of the banking discussion agreed on the centrality of mar-

ket operations to the state's economy and the importance of fair market

opportunity for all Pennsylvanians. They disagreed over the numbers of

banks chartered, and charter stipulations such as limited liability, and the

potential for bank note instability.63 In fact, stockholder liability was one of

the more substantive issues that came out in debate over the bill. Old School

spokesperson William J. Duane and Country Democrat Michael Fackenthall

of Bucks County objected to the bill's failure to hold stockholders personally

responsible for accounts if banks failed. Duane and Fackenthall unsuccessfully

proposed a clause that would make all bank stockholders personally respon-

sible for the shortcomings of their banks. The proposed amendment sug-

gested that if a bank were to "fail or neglect to fulfill any promise or

engagement made by it," then "each and every person to whom the stock so

held may have been transferred, shall be liable in his or her individual capac-

ity, to the full amount or equal value by him or transferred or held." Despite

its failure, the proposal is significant for its assertion that a bank's charter

need not guarantee limited liability for its stockholders. Duane, Fackenthall

and others expressed a concern at the heart of the banking debate, and

especially voiced by the Old School: that individuals in control of an institu-

tion should be held responsible for that institution's conduct.64

Two other members of the Assembly also proposed a measure to ensure

personal responsibility for bank stockholders by connecting stockholding,

specie redemption, and liability. Northumberland area Representative

George Kremer noted his support for stockholder liability when he referred

to "Dutch farmers" in pointing out that in "chartering these corporate bod-

ies we should take care and guard the people from oppressions." He also

asserted the need to "protect ourselves against any abuse of their [incorpo-

rated] privileges." Kremer supposed that "the rights of the people, and the

right of every man to recover his just dues should be carefully guarded."

Old School representative Joel Sutherland of Philadelphia County com-

mented that stockholder liability would "make the bill more popular, than

if no such provision were interwoven into it." The movement for stock-

holder liability in the new banks did not succeed, although bank directors

became personally liable for their banks' obligations. Therefore, limited

liability was written into the Act Regulating Banks with an important

exception for bank directors.65
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Who were the stockholders in the new banks? A brief analysis of demo-
graphic information on stockholders in the newly chartered Bank of
Gettysburg indicated that stock in the new banks was obtained by a broad
cross-section of Pennsylvanians. Investors in the Bank of Gettysburg in
1814 came from all around Adams County, and had diverse occupations.
Farmers were well represented, along with artisans, merchants, and profes-
sionals. A few laborers also managed investment in the bank, as did one
clergyman. The following TABLE shows the distribution of investor by pri-
mary occupation:

TABLE 4: Bank of Gettysburg: Investors' Primary Occupations, 1814

Farmers 53

Artisans 19

Merchants 15

Professionals 8

Laborers 4

Clergymen 1

Unknown 9

Original investors in the chartered Bank of Gettysburg included one cord-
wainer, two shoemakers, one printer, one butcher, one tailor, one saddler, one
nailer, one teamster, one surveyor, two waggonmakers, one potter, one black-
smith, one prothonoter, three distillers, one mason, one fuller, one doctor, and
three attorneys.
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Women also owned stock in the new banks. Five percent of the stock-
holders of the Bank of Gettysburg were women. Two appeared to own stock
jointly with their husbands, but at least two (Mary and Catherine Lackey)
were listed as distinct property owners on the 1814 Gettysburg tax list.67

Other evidence also shows that women had some involvement with the
1814 banks. For example, both Chambersburg and Green Castle banks held
public stock subscription meetings at houses owned by women. In fact,
women owned forty percent of the houses used for these transactions in
Franklin County.68 These findings support historian Robert Wright's con-
clusion that women were substantially involved in banking in the early
Republic.
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Shares in the Bank of Gettysburg were probably expensive for most Adams
County residents. The z8 14 charters mandated that each new bank share cost
$50. However, purchasers were allowed to buy shares for as little as 20 per-
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cent down, or $ Io per share. This probably made stock purchasing easier for

many in Adams County, who accordingly bought as little as i or 2 shares. In

fact, a far greater number of investors bought stock in relatively small

amounts (-2o shares) than bought stock in relatively large amounts

(30-100 shares): 7

TABLE 5: Stock Purchases by Size of Purchase: Bank of Gettysburg, 1814

# of Investors Size of Purchase (in shares)

14 75-100

12 50-74

9 40-49

8 30-39

26 20-29

50 10-19

54 5-9

21 1-4

The regional nature of the banking issue continued to play out in the years

following 1814. Poor transportation facilities isolated many of the country

banks from the capital reserves held in urban banks. As well, a post-war specie

drain to New England through the New York banks affected the situation in

Pennsylvania by decreasing the interaction of banks in rural and urban

Pennsylvania. Philadelphia banks focused more on meeting specie obligations

to banks on the Atlantic coast at the expense of the new country banks des-

perate for specie reserves. Philadelphia banks maintained far closer commer-

cial ties to banks of New York, Boston, and Baltimore than new institutions

of the Susquehanna River valley and the western part of the state. Interior

Pennsylvanians had their banks, but effective use of them appeared daunting

due to these problems. A major issue was specie instability. Pennsylvanians

with bank notes from the new banks often found themselves holding depre-

ciated currency in comparison to notes of the older banks. Between 1814 and

18 17, many of the new rural banks stopped accepting small notes and refused

to offer specie in exchange for notes as a response to specie curtailment from

eastern banks. Confusion caused by many different bank notes floating

around the state also led to a rash of counterfeiting in the Alleghenies. 71

Meanwhile, popular criticism of the country banks spread throughout the

state despite their managers' successful efforts to increase specie reserves, and

reduce note issuances in an attempt to maintain note values.72
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In the aftermath of the 1814 banking legislation, the regional politics on
the banking question continued. To this effect, the Democratic Harrisburg
Chronicle one essay with a sectional statement on the recent banking expansion:

When a competition is started in any one branch of lucrative business,
and those who have amassed a fortune conspire to put down the indus-
trious beginner, in the same pursuit-What do we think of such a
coalition?.. .They of the city, [Philadelphia] have hitherto reaped the
whole of the profit arising from Bank paper; they were extending their
branches with the increasing wealth and population of the state; and it
is believed that if what is called, the litter of banks; had not been pretty
much the same amount of Bank paper afloat with what we see at pres-
ent-But the country banks interfere with the city monopoly.' 3

The essay suggested that rural anger directed at Philadelphia bank monopo-
lists and western country economic expansion down the Ohio River valley
had created a significant division between Philadelphia and western
Pennsylvania:

The system of brokerage, practised by the Philadelphians, upon the
people of the western country, has aroused the intellect and enterprize
of that people, to a degree that promises western independence indeed. At
Brownsville, Pittsburgh, Wheeling, Louisville and Cincinnati, steam
boats are erecting to supply the western country [of Pennsylvania],
from New Orleans, what has hitherto been received from
Philadelphia ......

After i815, the story of Pennsylvania banking is tied to the unfolding eco-
nomic crisis that eventually becomes known as the Panic of 1819. Between
1815 and 1821, many banks faced increased political scrutiny and popular
wrath as note values fluctuated. Some simply closed shop and left customers
with worthless notes. Yet, the market moment surrounding the years of the
War of i8 12 secured a prevailing view optimistically disposed towards com-
mercial expansion and the promise of inclusive state-regulated economic
opportunity. Moreover, the regional outlook on state banking expressed in
this paper would carry-over into political discussions of the late i8ios and
182os--on issues such a state loan office, the Second Bank of the United
States, and internal improvements.7 5
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Banking expansion and market involvement were powerful forces in

Jeffersonian Pennsylvania, especially in the state's central and western

regions. The dominant Democratic establishment (Jeffersonians) had become

the party of market expansion, albeit one that typically supported public

accountability and other measures built into the new charters. The reality of

the legislative proceedings and public debate over banking between 18 1o and

1815 casts some doubt on the prevailing work of historians depicting

Pennsylvania Jeffersonians in the first two decades of the nineteenth century

as divided over the issue of banking expansion based on philosophical differ-

ences over capitalism, and nostalgia for a "moral economy."76 However, the

notion that the Jeffersonians supported a limited government with regard

to economic regulation is also not supported by the evidence surrounding

the banking discussion between i8io and 1815 .11 In fact, Pennsylvania

Jeffersonians sought a banking system protected by state controls and regu-

lar monitoring of the institutions created." Though not always adequately

enforced, these controls included stipulations on lengths of charters, laws per-

sonally obligating bankers and stockholders, restrictions on the amount of

notes issued, and measures requiring loan guarantees for producers.

The work of historians who view a positive role for banking in the early

republic that reached a pivotal point around the War of I812 resonates in the

experience of Pennsylvania Jeffersonians and banking between 18io and

i815 . For example, in explaining the impact of the War of 1812 on popular

economic views, Steven Watts pointed out that "a general aura of opportu-

nity spurred an ethos of entrepreneurship and self-made success." In Watts'

view, this "ethos" went beyond politics by emphasizing market production.

According to Watts, this market culture focused on the desire for independ-

ence. The drive for a localized financial independence was at the heart of the

market moment.7 9 Interior Pennsylvanians sought independent banks, and

the General Assembly took measures to ensure that the new banks would not

be able to eclipse this new independence by abusing financial power. By char-

tering new banks, and consequently opening up capital markets, the

Assembly hoped to bring the democratic process to banking. The banking

issue proved that the various factions of Pennsylvania Jeffersonians agreed

much more than they disagreed over the fundamental necessity for capitalist

expansion, and the positive potential for banks in market development.
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